
111 Kinky Ideas: BDSM Guide to Long Distance Relationships (Kinky Guides to BDSM Book 1) By
Vincent Crisp 111 Kinky Ideas: BDSM Guide to Long Distance Relationships (Kinky Guides to BDSM
Book 1)This is a collection of ideas for playtime between partners suited for in person or distant
relationships.

New to BDSM?Dont know how to keep your submissive busy?Running out of kinky ideas about how
to please your Dom(me)? This guide has a long list of 111 of them: Divided into Rules Tasks
Funishments Punishments and Aftercare they are designed to encompass the whole spectrum of
BDSM activities. They can get you started in your new D/s relationship or help you to invigorate an
old one. All of the ideas are specifically created for people in Long Distance Relationships but can
easily be modified to be used in Real Life as well. The vast amount of ideas will work independently
of your and your partner's gender. The ideas are well thought out and include a good variety of
items in all categories. This is also a nice reference for writers that might need to inject a little
variety into their stories: I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review purposes
English I loved this book ! I am new to the bdsm world my partners are not. I have been getting
amazing ideas from these books and they love the ideas just as much as I do. That makes us very
happy! English I got this book because m partner and I are new to Long distance and my word it was
helpful: Would definitely recommend for people new and not so new to the BDSM scene. It covers all
of the bases from punishment to aftercare which I found to be very helpful: English This short book
was very informative and had lots of interesting rules punishments and a lot of nice after care ideas:
This is definitely something I would recommend and might even send it to my own friends who are
also kinksters to read, I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a
review: English

Vincent Crisp specializes in relationship issues sexuality and BDSM. He gives talks and workshops
about all kinds of kinky activities. An avid BDSM practitioner himself he can draw ideas from almost
25 years of experience. There is also a nice introduction to support the material. Overall a nice
guide.Highly recommended..


